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ONE PIECE: PIRATE WARRIORS 4 is the latest evolution of PIRATE WARRIORS action! Based on the concept of experiencing a real ONE PIECE battlefield, buildings will come crashing down during the action and attacks will throw up smoke and dust, placing you in the thick of the ONE PIECE world! One
Piece: Pirate Warriors 2 will be released on the PlayStation 3 system! It contains the latest evolution of action that took place in ONE PIECE as well as adding new elements to the game to create a thrilling PIRATE WARRIORS experience! The new stages that appear in the game are gigantic and huge-sized
ruins and hidden castles. One Piece: Pirate Warriors 2 will release on the PlayStation 3 system! The game also comes with a FREE DSi Ware title, the "Teach me something new with One Piece: Blue Movie!" and a FREE DLC title, One Piece: Art of Adventure! One Piece: Pirate Warriors 2 is one of the most

intense action titles on current consoles. With this unique action game, you have the capacity to select from numerous One Piece Characters, battle alongside Luffy and his companions, and additionally, experience the epic battles on stage.
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Dessert Dunk is a legendary dragon slayer. One of the Pirate Warriors training under her command is none other than Mihawk! Unskilled in the ways of combat, she likes to play the role of a damsel in distress. But that's just fine with Mihawk, since his entire goal as a swordsman is to see who can cut
someone down first, not who can survive being cut down. [20] A welcome step away from the beaten-up formula that was the One Piece: Pirate Warriors series. - In one of the long-running complaints about the series, Musou gameplay has been a bit repetitive: mash X to attack, mash Y to perform a

special move, mash square to block, repeat. - After playing through the main campaign, I've realised that most of the missions can be completed without killing even a single enemy -- the final boss is often a big false alarm. - The new combo system is interesting, if not particularly rewarding, and breaks
up the repetition quite well. - It's great to see Luffy and friends from The One Piece manga come to the One Piece: Pirate Warriors games -- there have been references to the many characters throughout the series over the years, but the inclusion of the protagonists from their individual eras and shows
makes a nice touch. - The opening cutscenes are pretty good; just don't watch them if you want to get straight into the action. - The game's English voice acting is a bit spotty, but the important characters are voiced well enough. - The game's Japanese voice acting is of a similar calibre to the English,

though it's less polished. - The game's setting is nicely realised; it's nice to go from a lazy road to a bustling city. 5ec8ef588b
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